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June 21, 2018  
 
 
 
Chris Clibbon 
Planner II 
Planning, Urban Design & Sustainability Dept. 
City of Vancouver 
453 West 12th Avenue  
Vancouver, BC V5Y 1V4 
 
Dear Mr. Clibbon: 
 
 

Re: Development Cost Levy (DCL) Increase for Utilities 
 
 
I would like to thank you and City of Vancouver staff for meeting with the Urban 
Development Institute (UDI) several times as the City developed its DCL for utility 
infrastructure. UDI has long supported the development industry paying for its fair 
share of the costs of growth. We recognize that substantial new infrastructure works 
are needed along the Cambie Corridor and other parts of the City to allow for new 
development. UDI also supports the DCL mechanism over the use of off-site 
agreements to fund this infrastructure as DCLs are more transparent, fair and 
provide more certainty to our members regarding what their costs will be. However, 
we have several concerns, questions and recommendations regarding the City’s 
proposals. 
 
To begin, the increases are extremely high. For the commercial and industrial 
sectors, the increases are over 30%, and will be higher than comparative 
municipalities in the region. Coriolis has indicated there is little financial room for 
these projects to accept increased development costs without hindering their 
viability. UDI recommends for the commercial and industrial sectors that the 
City consider increasing the Assist Factor beyond 1% or reduce the Linkage 
Fees on these projects. We note that over time these projects provide the City 
with substantial revenues because the commercial/residential tax ratio in Vancouver 
is 4.4:1, and these sites require less municipal services.  
 
For some residential types, the DCL increases are even higher at approximately 
60%; making them among the highest in the region. These charges also do not 
include the much higher Community Amenity Contributions, the Inclusionary Zoning 
requirements, and Development Contribution Expectations ($330 to $425 per 
additional sq. ft. along the Broadway Corridor) in Vancouver. Given the substantial 
increases, we recommend that the City phase in the rates – as was done 
when the 2017 City-wide DCL Update was implemented. The new rates could 
be phased in over three years.     
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We understand from our meeting on June 7 that most rental projects would also face 
difficulty with the substantial DCL increases. The City may be contemplating a 
waiver for these projects, and UDI would support this. However, we would 
like to discuss this approach further with staff. Would the revenue for the 
waivers come from general revenues, or would other developers be subsidizing the 
waivers through increased DCLs? We understand the latter option would not be 
allowed under provincial legislation.  
 
In terms of what is being funded under the Utility DCL program, UDI would like to 
ensure that in the areas where DCL infrastructure works have been 
identified, there will be no additional requests for off-site works under the 
Rezoning process – outside of the local service infrastructure. The key 
advantage of having a Utility DCL program is the elimination of surprise costs to 
developers late in the process.  
 
We would also like to have further discussions with you and City staff regarding how 
the DCL Front-ender Agreements will work. Some UDI members may wish to 
proceed with their projects out of sequence, but would still like to be rebated for the 
costs of the utility infrastructure they provide the City.  
 
For areas of the City where DCL utility infrastructure has not been identified, 
developers may face a double hit in what they pay if they proceed out of sequence. 
They will be required to build the City utility infrastructure and also pay the city-wide 
DCLs. Under provincial rules, they will not be able to be rebated for the DCL 
infrastructure they have built through Front-ender Agreements. We are pleased 
that the City is planning to regularly update its Utility DCL Program. 
However, it is important that this occur as soon as possible, so DCL works 
can be identified, which will allow developers to take advantage of DCL 
Front-ender Agreements. This is critically important work as it will ensure that 
developers have cost certainty and are not double-paying for infrastructure works. It 
will also help ensure that the right-sizing of pipes are provided in areas facing 
significant new development. In particular, we hope the planning work for the 
Broadway Corridor will include a detailed utility servicing plan, so issues and delays 
do not arise when the Broadway Planning Program is completed. 
 
If there are long delays in this utility service planning work in areas of the 
City where development is occurring, we suggest that the City contemplate 
reducing the CAC/Inclusionary Zoning requirements in those areas where 
DCL utility infrastructure has not been identified to offset the added costs. 
This would be particularly helpful along the Cambie Corridor where proposed target 
CACs are still being contemplated.  
 
At our June 7 meeting, a UDI member recommended that the City also adopt the 
approach used by other local governments for redevelopment projects. Developers 
should only pay DCLs on the net increase in density on a site. It is not best practice 
to charge projects for existing floor areas as DCLs are only supposed to fund new 
growth.   
 
Furthermore, we understand that in order to incentivize larger, more livable decks 
the City currently exempts these spaces from CACs. However, this approach has not 
been applied to DCLs. UDI requests a consistent application regarding how deck 
space is considered with regard to FSR within the Zoning & Development Bylaw. We 
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recommend that the City consider redefining deck areas and area overages on decks 
as not counting towards FSR. Certainly, the additional deck space would not impact 
the utility infrastructure that the DCLs are being used to fund.  
 
UDI would also be interested to understand when and how the layered DCLs for the 
False Creek Flats and Southeast False Creek will be removed, and what the impact 
on DCL rates will be within those areas and across the City.  
 
We thank you and City staff for meeting with UDI on this important matter, and 
would be pleased to further discuss the issues that we have raised with you. If you 
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Anne McMullin 
President & CEO 
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